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In this essay I explore the ways in which the issue/image dichotomy operates as a default criticism of democratic practice by examining its basis in persistent tensions and idealistic theories of democracy. Turning to political practice, I then explore the articulation and value of political image rhetorics offered during the 2008 presidential election, paying particular attention to political advertisements from the Obama and McCain campaigns that appeared after their nominations were assured but before the national nominating conventions. Ultimately, I offer a normative justification of political image rhetorics in campaign discourse as beneficial to deliberation about public policy and political leadership.

On Tuesday, September 2, 2008, at the outset of the hurricane-delayed Republican National Convention, John McCain’s campaign manager uttered the equivalent of political blasphemy in a meeting with the editors of the Washington Post. “This election is not about issues,” Rick Davis
said, “This election is about a composite view of what people take away from these candidates.” Barack Obama’s campaign immediately dubbed Davis’s comments a gaffe: “We appreciate Senator McCain’s campaign manager finally admitting that his campaign is not in fact about the issues the American people care about, which is exactly the kind of cynical old politics people are ready to change.” Of course, as Michael Kinsley once noted, a gaffe is when a politician tells the truth. Davis’s comments spoke to a truth about the state of American politics in the early twenty-first century, a politics where images, issues, and public policy deliberation blend and blur often without meaningful or practical distinction.

The reaction that greeted Davis’s remarks evidence how uncomfortable contemporary American political culture is about the role and power of political images. Speaking to voters in Pennsylvania, Obama mocked Davis, citing unemployment figures and concluding, “I’ve got a pretty good personality. But that’s not why I’m running for president.” Former Clinton communications director Howard Wolfson was quoted on Fox News as saying, “The McCain campaign admitted that they don’t want to run a campaign on issues. The problem is that voters do want campaigns on issues, and John McCain is on the unpopular side of an awful lot of them.” On CNN, Democratic strategist Donna Brazile attacked Davis’s comments, concluding that “I don’t think the American people want to see personalities.” GOP advertising strategist Alex Castellanos, replying to Brazile, defended Davis: “I think Rick was commenting on what voters are really looking at, and that’s the character and strength of a president in uncertain times. I don’t think he was trying to say that issues don’t count in this election.”

Although not the most memorable moment of the 2008 campaign, Davis’s comments and the controversy they occasioned nonetheless highlighted a persistent theme in metacampaigning that arises, it seems, every election cycle. The argument is a fairly simple one: American elections, particularly at the presidential level, are dominated by images and personality-based arguments. As a result of this focus, voters are not provided with meaningful public policy discussions upon which they can base their vote. The blame for this debased state of American campaign politics falls on the news media, with its horse race coverage and fixation on polls, or on the campaigns, with their negative commercials and dumbed-down rhetoric, or on the public, which lacks the capacity to digest and process sophisticated discourse about public policy.

This quadrennially recurring argument about the nature of American
politics almost always reaches the normative conclusion that “decisions based on the personality characteristics of Leaders seem wrong.” Over thirty years ago, Michael Calvin McGee dubbed this argument a “treacherous piety.” McGee was concerned then, as we should be now, with the consequences of a pious adherence to an exclusive politics of public policy and “issues.” As he argued, “‘image’ politics are inescapable in Anglo-American political controversy and . . . an ‘issue’ orientation is dubious, perhaps dangerous.” McGee’s primary concern in 1978 was to trace the diachronic ideological roots of this “treacherous piety” as located in the eighteenth-century British maxim, “not men, but measures” and expressed in the rhetoric of Sir Robert Walpole.

Like McGee, I am concerned about this “treacherous piety” and am bothered by its regular reappearance as an election cycle staple of commentators and critics. My hope here is to explore how this issue/image dichotomy operates as a default criticism of democratic practice by examining its basis in persistent tensions and idealistic theories of democracy. Turning to political practice, I then explore the articulation and value of political image rhetorics offered during the 2008 presidential election, paying particular attention to political advertisements from the Obama and McCain campaigns that appeared after their nominations were assured but before the national nominating conventions. Ultimately, I offer a normative justification of political image rhetorics in campaign discourse as beneficial to deliberation about public policy and political leadership. As McGee noted, “Human beings make up a government, not ‘measures’ or ‘issues.’ The quality of a government is thus a function of the quality of leadership, not of the policies advocated by that government.” Moving beyond McGee’s diachronic validation of political image rhetorics, this analysis strives to appreciate such rhetorics theoretically, pragmatically, and normatively as necessary and valuable discourse in a democracy’s rhetorical repertoire.

**Understanding Political Images**

I use the term “political image” in much the same way McGee speaks of image politics as concerning rhetorics of leadership and political character. A “political image,” is a verbal and/or visual rhetorical marker of public character and individual persona. Such images are typically offered to voters in a political context to present arguments about leadership and in this way
concretize a relatively abstract construct. Leadership means many things, from vision to charisma, persuasiveness to simple good sense,10 and political leadership also works as a means of electoral deliberation, given concrete shape by the political images that express it. Similarly, of course, political images are also offered to public audiences for other reasons (to secure votes, to justify public policy, to attack an opponent) and are expressed via an array of media (television advertising, campaign oratory, expert testimony, celebrity endorsement).

This vision of a political image differs somewhat from definitions that locate such images solely in the perceptions of audiences. Kenneth Hacker, for instance, borrows Boulding’s view of political images and sees this construct as “closest to what cognitive psychologists describe as cognitive representations.” Rejecting a view of images as “what candidates project from themselves to voters,” Hacker instead opts to see such images as “a structure of voter perception or cognition in which the voter has organized impressions of the candidate.”11 This view of political images, although useful for assessing voter reactions or voting motivations, is meaningfully bankrupt from a critical perspective. Voter perceptions of candidates emanate from somewhere; they do not spring fully formed in the minds of voters from sources like party affiliation or public policy preferences, even as such sources might influence judgments about political images. These perceptions, instead, come from the rhetorics that construct them, the reasons given for a candidate’s persona and public character, the evidence provided to justify a particular political image, and the interchange between public figures about public persona.

Indeed, it may be in part because political images have been relegated to the cognitive perceptions of audiences that the construct is so easily and readily denigrated as a subject of political discourse. If a political image is simply and only a cognitive representation or a perception, it becomes something much more subjective and imprecise. Difficult to analyze, hard to criticize, such images reside in the murky depths of individual minds and are subjected to the whims and vagaries of individual opinion. Not only have political images, then, fallen prey to the ideological elevation of rhetorics about “measures” in Anglo-American political culture, but they are subjected to the social scientific operationalization that minimizes their critical relevance and militates against their critical assessment.

Another way to understand the desperate state of the image in political rhetoric is to assess how it is trapped in a series of tensions or dialectics, each of which disadvantages the political image. These include the tension
between images and issues, between images and words, and between images and reality. In each duality, the political image is pitted against an opposite that is valued, possesses greater ideological power, or is simply a preferred mode of communication. Justifying the political image as a meaningful focus of political rhetoric requires freeing the image from its disadvantageous place in these tensions and valuing the image as a focus of political deliberation.

**Images vs. Issues**

As he attempts to wrestle with difficult issues of public subjectivity and citizenship, Robert Asen proposes a discourse theory of citizenship that “shifts our focus from what constitutes citizenship to how citizenship proceeds” by arguing for a modal approach to citizenship that “denotes a manner of doing something, a method of proceeding in any activity.” Part of discerning how citizenship proceeds involves determining not only what constitutes a citizen but also what citizens discuss, the subjects of citizen deliberation. Indeed, Asen recognizes that a discourse approach to understanding citizenship means that when citizens engage, deliberate, discuss, and decide, their discourse may be “unruly” and that “issues that appear initially as unimportant may increase in magnitude,” in part because citizenship as discourse “exceeds the control of authorities, institutions, or influential groups.” Asen’s welcome reconceptualization of deliberative processes at least holds out the promise of bridging the gap between issues and images in public discussion and deliberation—a promise sorely lacking in so many articulations of deliberative democracy.

Conventional discussions of citizenship, engagement, and deliberation in democratic societies generally suggest that regardless of what constitutes citizenship, or how citizens form their identities, citizens should be deliberating about issues. These discussions suggest that a hallmark of a move toward a more deliberative democracy is a focus on public policy matters of import and consequence. John Gastil’s call for a revitalized representative democracy through what he calls “deliberative elections” is typical in this regard. Gastil laments the state of contemporary politics where “public distrust of politicians and elected officials can ultimately erode support for democratic institutions themselves,” largely because those officials fail to ratify the public policy preferences of the electorate. The corrective, Gastil suggests, is found in the calls of “civic-minded reformers” who “seek to restore public trust and representative government through renewed community life and citizen
dialogue.” Of course, what citizens deliberate about in this model is public policy. Citizens determine the best course of action about public policy matters and assess candidates based on legislative voting records and stated public policy pronouncements.

Concerned with advancing a vision of deliberative democracy “more compatible with poststructuralist notions of subjectivity and discourse,” Noëlle McAfee puts forth a definition of democracy that “takes place in [the] public realm where public meaning and purpose are created, ultimately the meaning and purposes that steer a political community,” and posits three models of democratic deliberation. Each of the models she identifies—a preference-based model, a rational proceduralist model, and an integrative model—posits individuals gathering together to discuss public policy issues to reach a deliberative conclusion. As with Gastil’s perspective, despite a poststructuralist orientation, there still is no focus on candidate virtue, character, or leadership. Indeed, few if any models of deliberative democracy hold out the possibility of citizens deliberating about leadership, about public virtue. These models manifest the tension between issue and image that so often arises in discussions of contemporary politics.

Another dominant concern among deliberative democracy theorists is the capacity of such a democratic model to exclude or to diminish dissent, and specifically dissent about public policy issues. Again, the focus of such critique is less upon what citizens discuss in democratic deliberation and more about how such deliberation occurs. Indeed, such critique assumes, as a default position, that the process of deliberative democracy is exclusively about public policy, even as dissent and opposition might be excluded. James Bohman, for instance, holds out the promise of diversity and heterogeneity for deliberative democracy as such diversity reduces and minimizes error, calling particularly for “epistemic diversity” in the deliberative process. Other proposals for increasing trust in deliberative democracy, finding alternative forums for deliberation, and reinvigorating the undergraduate classroom as a resource for deliberative training, among other ideas, are found in a 2002 special issue of this journal. Whether the proposal is for a deliberative democracy premised on conflict or rowdiness or calls for greater trust and dialogue, it is the nature and kind of deliberation rather than its focus that dominates theories of deliberative democracy.

Public, deliberative discourse about things that are not related to public policy are, in the view of some, more subject to manipulation and control. Such rhetorics, they argue, circumvent reason and bankrupt the public sphere,
such that citizens fall prey to vapid, often televisual, arguments. No less than Al Gore puts forth this argument in his ruminations about the “assault on reason.” Even as the former vice president and Nobel laureate argues that the success of nations “depends on the quality of their leadership,”22 his proposals for a well-connected citizenry are all premised upon restoring public reason to the public sphere for the better discussion of public policy issues.23 Unless politics talks about issues in a reasoned, emotion-free way, Gore suggests, American democracy is seriously imperiled.

Ultimately, theories of deliberative democracy perpetuate a commonplace of democratic discourse—that the focus of democracy is and should be public policy matters.24 Citizens who deliberate well encourage an atmosphere of trust and honesty as they discuss public policy issues. They value diversity of opinion and activate dissent and disagreement, all in the name of a public sphere where public policy matters are debated openly. And from a discursive standpoint, such theories recognize the centrality of rhetoric to the processes of deliberative democracy—as Fontana, Nederman, and Remer suggest, “the long-standing tradition of rhetorical studies seems especially relevant to the study of deliberative democracy.”25

Such models of deliberative democracy, while compelling, are often limited as they ignore the realities and demands of contemporary life—a complicated life where citizens do not have the luxury of attending carefully to detailed matters of public policy at issues forums or study circles or community groups. Moreover, some citizens may find such activities alienating or overwhelming and may resist deliberative exercises in public policy decision making. In her study of the performance of apathy in public life, for example, Nina Eliasoph discovered that many of her subjects “avoided public grandstanding. They wanted to be unpretentious and accepting of all, and assumed that if publicly expressing ideas is just dishonest or useless, then political conversation would uselessly scare regular people off.”26 Other studies demonstrate that voters/citizens are intimidated by the range of understanding and public policy knowledge required to be a “good citizen.” People are not willing or able to become “political backpackers,” to quote Michael Schudson—we cannot possess the “omnicompetence and omniscience” that some models of deliberative democracy expect or hope for from citizens.27

The political tension between issues and images ultimately poses a false choice for democracy. A better approach is to recognize the inherent and necessary connections between public policy matters and the quality and persona of leadership that is put in place to form and implement that policy.
Collapsing this artificial distinction recognizes that image rhetorics of public character and persona are rhetorics of public policy. Providing citizens with the capacity to engage political image rhetorics enhances their deliberative arsenal and frees citizens from the burden of extensive public policy knowledge and expertise. Citizens will feel empowered to assess character and measure leadership, to debate persona and ethics, to determine the limits of public virtue and the capacity for moral action. Such matters must occupy the public sphere and may very well contribute to its enhancement.

Images vs. Words / Images vs. Reality

When Plato allegorized about people chained in a cave and subjected to the manipulations of flickering images against a dark wall, he put in place a now centuries-old suspicion of images that continues to influence how we see such rhetorics. Because political images are often communicated visually, they too are subjected to the same criticisms and suspicions. Seen as easily manipulated and emotional rather than reasonable, political images also are trapped by the assumed inauthenticity of images in general. Thus, as political images are sometimes visual and always multimodal, they exist in the uneasy spaces between image and words, images and reality.

Mitchell Stephens notes that when Plato put forth his critique of images, he was defending the word because images “inevitably threatened to turn the populace away from the deeper, more cerebral rewards of sacred writings or philosophical discourse.” Images are seductive and entrancing. They draw us in and access powerful emotions as well as rationalities. Moreover, they are endless and defy lexicons—there is simply no end to available images and no means of controlling their proliferation. Images, so said Plato, are to be feared and fought. This anxious antipathy remains, as when a tyrant uses metaphorical imagery to stir up anti-Semitic hatreds, or when political cartoons of a revered religious figure elicit jihadish reactions, or when images of a young, charismatic senator captivate an entire nation.

All of the anxieties about images generally are also at the foundation of the critiques of political images, those seductive, entrancing, often visual, rhetorics about personality and character that distract voters and citizens from the more important concerns of public policy. Political words and language maintain a rationality, a logographical honesty that images attack, both because they often argue from emotion and because political images fuse together the linguistic and the visual.
These distinctions between image and word are compellingly articulated in the often-repeated myth about the first televised general election presidential debates in 1960 between Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy. The Museum of Broadcast Communications, for instance, features on its website the following:

In substance, the candidates were much more evenly matched. Indeed, those who heard the first debate on the radio pronounced Nixon the winner. But the 70 million who watched television saw a candidate still sickly and obviously discomforted by Kennedy’s smooth delivery and charisma. Those television viewers focused on what they saw, not what they heard. Studies of the audience indicated that, among television viewers, Kennedy was perceived the winner of the first debate by a very large margin.30

This story is so commonly repeated that it borders on political cliché. Yet there is a point to its retelling; Republicans particularly use the narrative to speak to the dangers of political images and the sway of superficiality in political debate. Richard Nixon, their argument suggests, was a better candidate because his ideas were better and were believed by more Americans who remained unswayed by television and JFK’s powerful televisuality. Of course, the tale of radio and television viewers’ different reactions to Kennedy and Nixon has been discredited,31 but it does not matter—clichés are clichés for a reason and this cliché continues to serve the larger purpose of discrediting political images in political discourse.

The realities of contemporary political discourse, however, undermine the power of the word to maintain its epistemological and ideological force. Kevin DeLuca and Jennifer Peeples point to the limitations of existing notions of the public sphere “because it holds static notions of the public arena, appropriate political activity, and democratic citizenship, thus ignoring current social and technological conditions.”32 They call for a companion approach to public discourse, rooted in a sense of the “public screen,” a “necessary supplement to the metaphor of the public sphere for understanding today’s political scene.”33 Identifying what they term “iconophobia” and “iconoclasm” in both public sphere theory and rhetorical theory, Cara Finnegan and Jiyeon Kang seek to “bring visuality to bear upon public sphere theory” with their discussion of the public screen, imagining, and image circulation.34 So central has the visual become to contemporary discourse, political and otherwise, that the distinction that advantages the word and disparages the image is becoming
increasingly obsolete. Images in the public media, note Robert Hariman and John Lucaites, “display the public to itself” and “put the state and other institutions on display and valorize some behaviors over others.”

Related to the logographically rooted anxieties about images is the persistent fear that images are somehow fake or less than fully authentic. To discuss a public policy issue, the argument suggests, is to discuss something real and verifiable, something subjected to evidence and fact. But images are malleable and easily manipulated. They exist in the realm of fantasy and construction, public relations and puffery. The philosophical extreme of this criticism is articulated by Jean Baudrillard, who attempts to understand the “murderous power of images,” particularly in religious iconography where such images are seen as the “murderers of the real” in contrast to “representations as a dialectical power, the visible and intelligible mediation of the Real.”

Over two hundred years ago, John Adams worried about just this problem in the political realm. Adams was constantly concerned about his own public image and historical legacy. Rooted in this concern, he fretted that the history of the American Revolution “will be one continued lie from one end to the other. The essence of the whole will be that Dr. Franklin's electrical rod smote the earth and out sprang General Washington,” and concluded that George Washington’s public image was largely the result of “puffers” who killed all scandal. Fake public virtue was a great worry, Adams concluded, threatening the quality of public leadership and eroding the capacity of government to operate effectively. He feared that the problem would only magnify as the nation expanded.

The fear of fakery and artificiality in the communication of political images persists. In the early 1960s, historian Daniel Boorstin lamented the rise of pseudoevents, occasions that emerge “primarily (not always exclusively) for the immediate purpose of being reported or reproduced.” Boorstin also complained that the political context in which he was writing was characterized by the rise of the celebrity and the accompanying decline of the hero whose social source “is in our novel power to make men famous.” An updated version of this critique comes from Kiku Adatto, who laments the contemporary mass media’s preoccupation with the visual. Such a preoccupation, she believes, leads the news media to forget “about the facts” and infrequent attempts to “correct the distortions they contained.” She concludes, “Alerting the viewer to the construction of television images proved no substitute for fact correction, no way back to reality.”

For Adams, the solution to the inherent dangers of artificial political images
was the honest and clear communication of public virtue to a community’s population. This answer might have worked in the nineteenth century, but as the nation has expanded and mass media have proliferated, Adams’s ideals are unrealistic for a contemporary, media-saturated age. The hyperreality of contemporary political discourse militates against the type of image honesty or authenticity that Adams envisioned. The proliferation of political images creates a context where it is “difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish between that which is ‘real’ and that which is represented or mediated. As such, the distinctions between reality and representation collapse so as to make them meaningless.”

But Adams’s experience with the “dangers” of fakery in the articulation of public images reminds us that such concerns are neither new nor dependent upon contemporary, technological media. In the end, each political system where political images of character and persona are communicated to a larger public must embrace the hyperreality of such images, must accept that the images are all that exist in this particular rhetorical scheme, and must understand that the answer becomes not the rejection or degradation of such discourse, but the skilled and careful consumption of such images by a discerning, discriminating, aware public able to assess character and persona as legitimate public matters.

Understanding political images as they exist in contemporary political rhetoric requires a freedom from constraining dichotomous thinking that perpetually minimizes the role and importance of such images. Recognizing the value of visual imagery for political decision making, conceptions of citizenship, and relevance for the public sphere permits a sustained critical engagement with these important political rhetorics. Political images are, by definition, inauthentic, and accepting their hyperreality allows for an honest assessment of how leadership is rhetorically manifested in a mediated political environment. And political images are public policy issues in the sense that they are important rhetorics of governance, making specific and concrete arguments about leadership that make a real difference in the deliberation about political decisions and the exercise of power.

**Analyzing Political Images and Campaign 2008**

If the argument of this essay is correct, and there exists a cultural and political imperative to analyze and engage political images as a relevant,
important factor in political discourse, it is necessary to delineate a critical rubric for the sustained engagements with these rhetorics. The demarcation of such a rubric serves two purposes. First, it offers a theoretically relevant, critical template for the analysis of political images, a roadmap of how best to evaluate rhetorics of image and persona. Second, such a rubric serves a pedagogical function, offering to citizens and voters a means to process and engage with political images in a manner that transcends simply emotive first impressions. Our citizenry needs something more than poll judgments about which candidate is more likeable or more “beer worthy.” Whether in the classroom or the public forum, in news media discussions or on public blogs, developing the critical capacity of citizens to engage and evaluate political images enriches the democracy and enhances the quality and performance of citizenship. Toward that end, this essay strives to provide a theoretically significant, critically useful, and pedagogically powerful articulation of how to appreciate and analyze the role of political images in campaign discourse.

In my delineation of the relevant characteristics of political images and how they operate rhetorically in our contemporary political environment, I use by way of illustration political commercials from the 2008 election campaign between Barack Obama and John McCain. Specifically, I focus on advertisements issued by the campaigns in the pre-convention period, after Obama and McCain had effectively secured their party’s nomination but before the national nominating conventions, as such spots tend to offer arguments about character, biography, and persona more overtly than spots later in the campaign cycle.

Political campaigns, particularly at the presidential level, are centrally concerned with issues of leadership and give rise, therefore, to many political image rhetorics. These political images come from a myriad of sources and reach voters via an array of media. In the case of political advertising, a wealth of literature shows that such texts influence voter decision making and increase voter knowledge. Such literature also reveals conflicting findings as to the power of political commercials on voter turnout, political participation, and feelings of apathy. Campaigns, and the political advertisements that are so central a part of them, perform specific important functions, despite the clichéd arguments offered every election cycle about the failures of campaign discourse. Campaigns teach and preach, sensitize and activate, to paraphrase Roderick Hart. Moreover, as Hart notes, campaign commercials “act as a kind of ‘electoral poetry,’ letting candidates imagine an ideal political space,” and although we may dismiss such imaginings, our dismissal is “unwise since
a candidate who cannot imagine something wonderful is also unlikely to produce it once elected." A central dimension of this “ideal political space” is a vision of leadership and character that is centrally defined in political commercials.

**Political Images are Mediated and Multimodal**

Political images are communicated to public audiences via mediated channels. Historically, political images have occurred in print and caricature, newsreels and radio programs. Now, citizens encounter such images in increasingly sophisticated and highly technologized ways. Such mediation allows for distortion and manipulation and manifests the hyperreality characteristic of contemporary political images. They emerge from cultural and ideological negotiations between audience members, political actors, professional image crafters, and media establishments. Indeed, absent direct, interpersonal contact with political candidates, voters only learn about leaders and their characters via mediated rhetorics.

Instead of addressing the critical, even constitutive meaning of mediation for political images, the tendency by many political commentators and other political actors is to assess mediation largely for its instrumental impact. As the Internet is increasingly employed for political purposes, for example, the commentary about its impact tends toward the pragmatic—how campaigns use the Internet to raise funds, release more ads, create voter lists, and activate voter involvement. Such commentary is inadequate in explaining the power of mediation on political images. Required instead is a critical apparatus that allows for an engagement with mediated, multimodal political images on their own terms.

In July 2008, the McCain campaign ran an ad called “Love” that aired in 11 critical states. The commercial contrasts the “Summer of Love” with McCain’s love of country, highlighting his service in Vietnam and his captivity as a prisoner of war. In addition, the spot transitions from material about McCain’s military service (“he said no” to early release as a POW) to his commitment to public service (living out his “philosophy . . . before party, polls, and self, America. A maverick”). Clearly an example of a political image, this commercial offers a rhetorical marker of McCain’s personal character and approach to leadership, rooted in experience and biography. McCain is, the ad argued, a leader with a clear understanding of American visions of sacrifice and duty, a leader who is not swayed by the transitory and the
political. Rooted in his heroic personal story, the ad maintains that McCain’s virtuous persona is the preferred alternative to an America governed by a “Summer of Love” ethic that did not value personal and political sacrifice.

As relevant as its overt message is the mediation of McCain’s political image in “Love.” Voters who encountered this commercial probably saw it in one of three ways—either as broadcast over television, via the Internet at either the McCain campaign site or some other site, or as used in news media reports. Of course, each individual mode of mediation would have an impact on the voters’ understanding of the commercial’s message about McCain’s character. Additionally, the commercial itself actually invokes different modes of mediation. The spot begins with color footage of typical hippie imagery from the 1960s and then cuts to black-and-white footage of military images—a fighter jet, a Vietnamese woman holding a rifle, McCain in uniform and as a POW. A caption reads “Military Images and Information Do Not Imply Endorsement by DOD or Service Branch,” a message that simultaneously protects the campaign and establishes the credibility of the imagery. The visuals switch to sepia-toned pictures of McCain with governmental officials and with Ronald and Nancy Reagan, and then transition to contemporary color pictures of McCain interacting with voters and working in the Senate. The narration of the commercial is voiced by actor Powers Boothe, a voice that may have been familiar to voters from the actor’s various television and film appearances.

As a political image, this commercial is fairly typical in the arguments it makes about McCain’s character and capacity for leadership. But the mediation apparent in this commercial is significant to understanding its rhetoric. The historical footage and military visuals add depth and credibility to the narrative. McCain’s character is not simply asserted, but demonstrated visually. We see him as a POW, we see him with the Reagans, and the mediation of the message gives its meaning context beyond the campaign and a power beyond the arguments offered. This context and power is enhanced by the familiar actor’s voice providing the narration, offering voters a credible source for the informational content of the ad, a known though unnamed articulator of its argumentative claims.

Our understanding of this political image differs from other similar political images from previous presidential campaigns because of divergences in its mediation. Political images of military heroism are not uncommon at the presidential level, but the mediation of those images has changed. Whigs sought in 1840, for example, to convince voters of William Henry Harrison’s
heroism in fighting Native Americans, but were only able to provide voters with words accompanied by crude, drawn images of Harrison in military garb on a horse. The mediation of his image contrasts with Eisenhower’s in 1952, where the first televised campaign commercials featured newsreel footage of Ike as a military hero. These ads convey differently for different generations of voters, not because the messages or claims about character in the ads are all that different, but because of the evolution of mediation from the flier and the banner, to the newsreel, to the sophisticated, multimodal commercial.

One critical dimension of the mediation of political images is how such images work to express their messages through multiple modalities of communication. Such rhetorics work easily in an intertextual environment where messages and meanings circulate within and against one another in a communication context of tremendous variety. Voters encounter political images visually and verbally, on television and in print, over radio airwaves and on jumbotrons, in still pictures and moving ones. All of these discursive modes influence the meanings of political images, creating a complex and often confusing mélange of discourse for voters striving to reach a meaningful conclusion about the character and virtue of those vying for leadership.

The complex multimodalities of contemporary political images are illustrated in a series of commercials put forth by the McCain campaign in the summer of 2008 that were designed to combat the rising popularity of Barack Obama as the Democrat finally emerged as the presumptive nominee, journeyed to Europe, and prepared for the Democratic national convention. The McCain spots were broadcast widely: some on television, some on the Internet, and some via both media. They attracted considerable attention, provoked the ire of Democrats and the Obama campaign, and aroused political conversation over cable news networks and, presumably, in other venues throughout the country. In many ways, moreover, the power and meaning of these spots derive from their capacity to operate through multiple modalities of communication and to manipulate skillfully their own intertextualities within a larger political and social context.

Perhaps the most notorious of the spots run during the entire 2008 campaign, the McCain commercial entitled “Celeb” offers as its argument that, although he may be a celebrity of global reach and stature, Barack Obama is not ready to lead. As the ad opens, crowds chant the name “Obama,” and the visual imagery, shot during the Democrat’s trip to Europe earlier in the summer, displays hundreds of thousands of people in Berlin at an Obama rally.
The shot changes to moving images of Britney Spears and Paris Hilton, and then to ones of Obama preparing to speak in Berlin as an anonymous female narrator asserts, “He’s the biggest celebrity in the world. But is he ready to lead?” The character scrutiny shifts then to more overt public policy matters as the ad argues that Obama will raise taxes on electricity and opposes offshore drilling. These charges are made graphically, as the visuals continue to show Obama speaking at the Berlin rally. Ultimately, the ad’s narrator asserts, as a black-and-white still photo of a smiling Obama is shown, “Higher taxes, more foreign oil—that’s the real Obama.”

This commercial, widely aired and covered extensively by the news media, operates on a number of different levels of meaning, all with considerable consequence for voter understanding of McCain’s arguments about Obama’s political character. What occasioned the most scrutiny about the ad, of course, was its comparison to Spears and Hilton, even though such a comparison is never articulated verbally and exists only in the text of the ad on the level of “celebrity.” But from the standpoint of intertextuality, the ad’s invocation of Spears and Hilton traverses the boundaries of typical political discourse by drawing from popular culture. Voters are expected to understand the connections between Obama and Spears/Hilton at the level of celebrity because they function in an intertextual symbolic context that allows for that understanding. It is enough, in the grammar of the ad, to simply offer the visual association for the point to be clear.

This same link is apparent by the modality of the filming technique used in the ad. There is a seamlessness between the shots of Spears and Hilton and the shots of Obama at the rally in Berlin, so they seem as if they were shot by the same paparazzi. In this way, the cinematographic technique reinforces the message about celebrity offered by the spot. The switch to the still image of Obama as the verbal content of the ad shifts to the final argument about public energy policy establishes implicitly the seriousness of the argument advanced in the piece as it strives to focus the voter’s attention on the public policy message. Yet that same message exists alongside the character dimensions at the outset of the ad, and only makes sense in that context.

Similar strategies of political imaging are evident in the McCain campaign’s webspots that further articulated the “celebrity” attack against Obama, making the ultimate argument that the Democrat is “not ready to lead.” These commercials are more complex than the 30-second “Celeb” spot because they are not constrained by the time limits of television advertising. Called “The One” and “The One II,” these webcasts ridicule the messianic
aspects of the Obama campaign, using Obama’s own words against him and drawing humorously from popular culture icons to reinforce the larger message about Obama’s character. Using imagery evocative of religious media (swirling clouds illuminated by sunlight, dramatic sunsets, and the like) the ads also feature footage from Cecil B. DeMille’s *The Ten Commandments* of Charlton Heston depicting Moses parting the Red Sea. Such shots operate intertextually, reinscribing the overall meaning of Obama’s celebrity. “The One II” also quotes the Democrat’s “disciples,” with a still photo of Virginia governor Tim Kaine alongside an icon of the cellphone as Kaine praises Obama’s intervention in a foreign policy matter, and with graphic lettering and a narrator’s voice quoting Nancy Pelosi as describing Obama as “A leader that God has blessed us with at this time.” Immediately after the Pelosi quote, the ad shows Heston as Moses again saying, “So let it be written.”

Each of these examples of political imaging speaks to the capacity of such images to operate in a highly mediated environment and to access and utilize multiple modalities of communication where messages and meanings are reiterated through intertextual dynamics and manipulation of mediation. Moreover, these ads do not operate in a vacuum. They work alongside campaign direct mail, radio advertising, news media coverage, stand-up comedy routines, television satire programs, and an entire range of other messages all striving to demarcate the character and persona of these individual candidates. Citizens encountering this array of political images deserve the critical capacity to appreciate how such messages create meaning, how they maneuver through the symbolic environment, what ideologies are exploited via mediation, how they are made to seem naturally self-evident by use of specific modalities, and how they strive to articulate or attack public virtue via intertextual meaning and reference.

*Political Images Are Polyvalent*

For political images to work at all, they must be significantly polyvalent in the meanings they offer to audiences. The political context, in the United States and elsewhere, is sufficiently diverse in outlook and orientation that polyvalent political images are a necessity for the successful political candidate. Anyone who offers narrowly defined images for a diverse electorate risks obscurity as a fringe candidate with little or no chance of electoral success. The short-lived candidacy of Tom Tancredo, a congressman from Colorado who ran for the Republican nomination in 2008 largely as an anti-immigration
candidate, speaks to the dangers of a political image without the possibility for polyvalent interpretation.

Unlike political rhetorics that are exclusively about public policy issues, where specificity and certitude can constrain the range of possible meaning and interpretation, political images operate in a terrain of uncertainty and contingency, where the polyvalent is valued and the fluidity of cultural meaning is beneficial. Matters of specific public policy, like health care policy or tax policy, are often articulated with reference to empirically derived rhetorics that, although sometimes imprecise and frequently fluid, are still concrete. There may well be identified referents at the basis of public policy. Political images are less precise and often operate at the level of abstraction, invoking values and ideologies, and rooted in distant, impressionistic visions of biography and history. The result is that political images create a range of cognitive frames for assessing political leadership. Such frames intersect with collective memory, subject position, policy and political orientation, and mediated interventions to create a reality of political life and the basis for judgment about political candidates.

An example of political imaging that takes full advantage of the range of meanings that can possibly be evoked by its rhetoric is an introductory commercial released by the Obama campaign in June 2008, entitled “Country I Love.” This spot is an entirely conventional biographical ad that cleaves closely to the constraints of the genre—it features biographical information, vague statements about values, and a sense of the overall theme of a campaign. The visual imagery of the ad is also very conventional (even as it works through different modalities and takes full advantage of its mediation as a television spot). It features childhood pictures of the candidate with family, shots of the candidate as a young man in various settings, footage of Obama with voters, speaking to rallies, engaging with a demographically diverse range of individuals. Indeed, there’s almost nothing about the spot that makes it remarkable or interesting, and its very banality reveals its reliance on polyvalence.

The ad begins with Obama in direct address to the camera asserting that “America is a country of strong families and strong values. My life’s been blessed by both.” Immediately, Obama is fused with the nation—he is a synecdoche of the nation, his family a representation of its values. At the same time, “strong families” and “strong values” are so vague as to defy any fixed meaning. The next portion of the spot fills in some detail, but again the specificity of meaning is left to the viewer. Obama narrates as images
from his childhood and adolescence are shown—he reveals the values that shaped his upbringing and that came “straight from the Kansas heartland where they [his grandparents] grew up”: “accountability and self-reliance, love of country, working hard without making excuses, treating your neighbor as you’d like to be treated.” These values, Obama tells us, are what guided him as he “worked” through college and passed up “Wall Street jobs,” going to Chicago instead to be a community organizer. These values, the ad (in Obama’s voice) continues, are why he “passed laws” to help workers, provide for veterans, and cut taxes for working families. Ultimately, the ad concludes, should he take the oath of office, it will be “with a deep and abiding faith in the country I love.”

What is most compelling about this commercial and so many like it is its lack of specificity, its capacity to exploit a seemingly endless array of possible meanings that its text makes possible. Fusing fully with the life story of Barack Obama, the ad’s vague values allow for many different interpretations, an array of meanings. As such, the ad does not make the specific connection between the values it articulates and the public policies it references because it does not have to—the viewers can fill in the meaning themselves. Coupled with the ad’s values and their limitless hermeneutic range are the visual images it offers, each one positive and endearing. Obama’s mother and grandparents are smiling and appear proud, as if to illustrate a “strong” family. Voters, workers, veterans, and everyone else featured visually in the commercial are representatives of the values articulated, and they can function this way precisely because the meanings of those values are so polyvalent.

**Political Images Fuse the Personal with the Political**

As the spots from McCain and Obama indicate, one of the central functions of political images with either a positive or a negative purpose is to fuse together the personal with the political. In this sense, a critical dimension of political imagery is to offer for voters a clear sense of how persona and character are important matters of public policy because the understanding of public policy that they offer is so thoroughly joined with the candidates themselves. This function of political images specifically refutes the commonplace that political rhetorics are about either issues or images—indeed, such a dichotomy is increasingly obsolete.

The division that is so common today between issues and images has not been always been a characteristic of American political discourse. Douglass
Adair notes that a preeminent concern for fame and distinction governed political motive for the founders, and pursuing fame “was a way of transforming egotism and self-aggrandizing impulses into public service; they had been taught that public service nobly (and selfishly) performed was the surest way to build ‘lasting monuments’ and earn the perpetual remembrance of posterity.” This source of political motivation created, for these leaders, a search for what John Adams called a “language of signs,” or markers that communicated fame and renown to a larger public. Today, this language of signs is found in a range of political rhetorics, from advertisements to speeches to websites, where candidates offer voters a vision of their character that organizes their approach to public service and public policy.

Certainly, the image rhetorics offered in the later summer of 2008 by the presidential campaigns of John McCain and Barack Obama quite clearly fused together their personal characters with the public policies they sought to pursue. In the McCain biographical spot “Love,” it is the candidate’s character as a “maverick” that leads him to pursue “campaign reform, military reform, spending reform.” It is his persona that motivates his service and his political positions, his policy commitments. McCain’s approach is more direct, in some ways, than Obama’s in “Country I Love.” As a “maverick,” McCain offers voters a concrete, albeit metaphoric, vision of his character for their judgment and evaluation. In Obama’s case, the fusion is more indirect. The Democrat pursues policies—like welfare reform, working-class tax relief, and health care for wounded veterans—because of relatively imprecise values that he holds and that were central to his upbringing.

Despite how candidates specifically fuse together their personal character with public policy positions, the simple fact that the fusion occurs is critical to our informed understanding of political rhetoric, particularly in campaign contexts. How we assess this fusion critically must be a dynamic of citizenship for the health of a democracy. Sadly, our political education and socialization processes all too often motivate citizens to ignore their abilities to assess character and persona, to reach valid and informed judgments about virtue and public capability. Citizens come to believe they should only attend to the “issues,” that it’s illegitimate to vote on the basis of personal reaction or characterological reading. Public policy is stronger, governance more successful, and campaigns more illuminating if the relationship between personal character and public policy is acknowledged and embraced in political rhetoric.

From the fusion of the personal with the political in political image rhetorics
comes the establishment of rhetorical trajectories with consequences for electoral success and public policy enactment. Rhetorical trajectories speak to the “progression or curve of development that a speaker establishes as he or she attempts to turn a vision into reality.” As George Dioniosopoulos and his colleagues suggest, we can critically appreciate rhetorical trajectories as they are “made evident by projecting forward the implications of the speaker’s terms and symbols in order to discover how a particular state of mind is achieved.” “In this sense,” they continue, “the concept of rhetorical trajectory points our attention to the way in which rhetoric designed to move others also works to propel the rhetor along a certain course of symbolic action.”

A political image may operate to establish specific rhetorical trajectories such that not only does it demarcate the nature of arguments about character and persona, but it may also articulate a curve of development, a symbolic progression as powerful on a speaker or candidate as on the audience to whom the image is addressed. Such trajectories can ensnare a candidate facing attacks from her or his opponent and may influence the way a candidate governs upon election to public office. When Barack Obama predicated his personal and political image on delineated values, as he did in “Country I Love,” he is obligated through custom and expectation to manifest those values while in office. President Obama, therefore, has established a rhetorical trajectory that may, upon enacting public policy, create rhetorical collisions and tensions. This trajectory draws as much on his political image, his specific enactment of character and persona, as it draws on his policy positions and issue commitments.

**Conclusion**

Michael Calvin McGee’s prescient vision of how American politics evolved from identified Anglo-American commitments to a state of “treacherous piety” that traps U.S. democracy, disadvantages voters and citizens, and truncates the range of democratic deliberation lingers as a reminder of how as rhetorical critics we can challenge and provoke change in democratic practice. I have tried to articulate a justification for viewing political images as legitimate, indeed fundamental, rhetorics in American politics. If I am correct, the political image as a rhetoric of deliberative democracy must be rescued from a set of dichotomous relationships that disadvantage the image and diminish its legitimacy. Political images are visual, hyperreal, complicated rhetorics
that are public policy issues, and to see them as otherwise is to ignore their relevance and to practice an impractical politics.

Campaign commercials function as powerful rhetorics of political image, accessible to large publics striving to make important decisions about the future of their community, the actions it should take, and the leaders it should empower. As with all presidential campaigns since at least 1800, candidates for the presidency in 2008 offered varied articulations of their character and persona, markers of why they should be elected and how they would govern. Based not in specific noncharacter public policy choices, these image rhetorics asked voters to accept a candidate's biography and validate his values, to agree that a candidate should ascend to the highest office in American government because they possess the virtue and the character to succeed. As they offered these image visions on behalf of their candidacies or to attack their opponent, the candidates illustrated how political images function as mediated, multimodal rhetorics that offer polyvalent meanings and fuse the personal with the political to manifest rhetorical trajectories for campaigns and governance.

Unlike other rhetorics emergent from the campaign process (public policy position papers, website issue statements, and even major public policy addresses by the candidate), political images are particularly capable of offering voters arguments about leadership. Arguments about leadership exist on levels different from public policy arguments—they rely on emotions, polyvalent arrays of meaning, and visual rhetorics. Although public policy statements or pronouncements may provide arguments about leadership, they exist alongside political images that offer additional, different, and powerful leadership claims. A political process that often ignores the political image in favor of public policy deliberation risks missing or trivializing important visions of leadership that may be quite critical to electoral decision making and electoral outcomes.

Fundamentally, political images are central to public policy deliberation and democratic life. Rather than dismissing such rhetorics as illegitimate, falling prey to McGee’s “treacherous piety,” our politics and our discourse must rehabilitate the image, restoring it to a central and valid place in American political practice and in American political rhetoric. Over two hundred years ago, the founders of the American democracy put in place a system that motivated assessments of character that invited reasoned deliberation about persona and virtue. Ronald Beiner, in his considered assessment of political judgment and contemporary political life, recognizes
the importance of character and image. Beiner defines political judgment as “the comprehensive faculty’ by which we come to terms with political phenomena” and concludes that this process “can never abstract from the humane dimension of judgment.” If judgment is to be truly and normatively political, Beiner suggests, “it must be open to the domain of moral judgment, aesthetic judgment, and so on.”

To comprehend the complete range of human activity and experience necessary to make political judgments, we must resist the restrictions placed on that comprehension, the limits defined for our deliberation that tell us our citizenship is defined solely by our assessment and discussion of non-character-based public policy matters. We are told to “think of judgments of character, judgments of persons and of personal qualities, as a facet of private life, as possessing an intimacy far removed from the abstract impersonality of public life.” In fact, Beiner concludes, as should we, that “judgments of persons and of personal character form a large and essential aspect of political judgment, and anyone who is a poor judge of character or whose judgment of persons is deficient will be likewise deficient in matters of political judgment.” Ultimately, we ignore rhetorics of political image, and advice from Adams, McGee, and Beiner, at our peril and at the peril of our democracy.
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